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la DRAFT FOURTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND
LEGAL MATTERS (Document A4/AFL/26)

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr, BRAVO (Chit 6) , Rapporteur, presented the

draft fourth report (document A4/AFL/26) containing the texts of the resolutions

adopted at the eleventh and twelfth meetings of the committee.

The Rapporteur explained that two errors had been made in the reproduction

of the report, as follows fl

Section 4g Working Capital Fund for 1952

The text on page 2 should be replaced by that adopted at the twelfth meeting,

being the text given on page 48 of Official Records No. 31, as amended in

document A4/190

Section 6; Place of the Sixth World Health Assembly and of future Assemblies

The decision taken at the twelfth meeting had been to refer the proposal of

the delegation of India (document A4 /AFL /21) to the Executive Board for

consideration and not to make any recommendation to the Fourth World Health

Assemblya

Decision. The committee approved the separate paragraphs of document

A4!' 26, including Section 4 as amended, and confirmed the decision
in respect of Section 6, and then approved the report for submission to
the Health Assembly.

2. EMERGENCY ACTION BY ECOSOC AND THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO ASSIST IN THE
MAINTENPNCE OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY. Item 5.23 of the Agenda
(Documents A4/25, p.2, para.. 4; A4/42 and A4 /AFL /i 1)

In accordance with the request of the General Committee, the CHAIRMAN asked

the committee to cuns:%de'v item 5.23 of the Agenda.
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Mro SIEGEL, Secretary, said the matter was-of great importance and it was

necessary for some action to be taken by the Fourth World Health Assembly to show

the  desire of the Organization fully to co- operate with the General Assembly of

the United Nations, the Security Council and the -Economic and Social Council in

carrying out the operative portions of the resolutions of the United Nations

General Assembly and ECOSOC,

He explained that provision was made in the existing agreement between the

United Nations and the World Health Organization for co-- operation by WHO in

matters affecting the maintenance or restoration of international peace and

security within the limits of its budgetary and financial resources, and thata

request from the United Nations involving expenditure exceeding V HO i s financial

ability could be met only if additional funds were made available through the

United Nations or some other source. The assistance given tó the civilian

population of Korea; at the request of the Security Council and ECOSOC, had been

based on that agreement,

The question before the committee was whether the existing agreement was so

worded as to provide for the kind of co- operation requested by the General

Assembly of the United Nations,

The delegation of the United States of America had proposed that the -

agreement be amended so that action could be taken in response to requests by the

General Assembly, instead of being limited to those of the Security Council;.

The question had been discussed at length by ECOSOC and by the United Nations

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (composed of the Secretary -General of

the United Nations and the Directors -General, of the several specialized agencies)
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and it had been the considered opinion of the 1\.dmi.nistrative Committee that it

would be preferable for each specialized agency's Assembly to adopt a resolution

to deal with the 'situation, rather than to amend the agreements. The effect of

such a resolution would be agreement that WHO shcald co-operate fully, within the

limits of its budget, in decisions of the General Assembly of the United Nations

in connexion with the maintenance of international peace and security.

The SECRETARY therefore asked the committee to consider the adoption of a

draft resolution (being circulated at that moment) in lieu of the proposal of the

delegation of the United States to amend the agreement.

In reply to Rajkumari Amrit KAUR (India)_, who asked whether the question had

been discussed by the Executive Board and, if so, with what result, the SECRETARY

said that, as the decision of ECOSOC had been taken subsequent to its last session,

4

the matter had not been .submitted to the Board. He added that the meeting of the

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination at which the question had been discussed

had taken place after The opening of the Fouc th World Health Assembly

Rajkumari Amrit KAUR (India) said that, as the matter was important and

affected the autonomy of the Organization itself, she proposed that it be submitted

to the Executive Board, adding that she did not consider it would be right for

the committee to take a decision without due consideration of all the relevant

documents.

Mra aLDEhúr3OÜ (Un.it-ecl S- aLca of Ame lia) said his delegations proposal to

amend the agreement had been made in consequence of Resolution 377 (V) of the

Fifth General &ssemb fy of the United Nations, author zing the General Assembly to
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take action in the event of failure by the Security Council to act for the

maintenance of international peace and security. The effect of the proposal

would not be to increase the obligations of the Organization.

In view of the statement made by the Secretary, he would not press his

delegationts proposal but would support the draft resolution just circulated,

with the following slight amendments:

that the first paragraph be preceded by.a reference to Resolution

377 (V) of the General Assembly, and that the fourth line of the

third paragraph be amended to read:

. . and Articles IV and VII of the Agreement . . .
it

Mr. Calderwood said that, although his Government would prefer an amendment

to the agreement, they believed it was important that WHO should indicate its

willingness to respond as quickly as possible to a request from the General

Assembly: adoption of the proposed resolution would have that effect. He added

that, in his opinion, it would not be proper to refer the question to the Executive

Board, which was not composed of representatives of governments, as was the

Health Assembly.

Dr. EVANG (Norway) said he could not accept the interpretation of the delegate

of the United States of America that adoption of the resolution would not involve

ti-3 Organization in additional obligations. That would be true if the General

Assembly and the Security Council were bodies of the same type, but in his opinion

it was not clear that action to be taken by the General Assembly in certain

circumstances would differ in character from that which might be taken by the

Security Council. He considered it would not be right to change the Constitution

of WHO - the wording of which had been the result of prolonged discussion - nor
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did he consider that the adoption of the proposed resolution would be in conformity

with the Constitution. If any change were to be made it should be done by '

amending the agreement between the United Nations and NHO after thorough study

by legal experts.

He supported the proposal of the delegate of India and asked that, even if

the committee adopted the résolution, thé question be submitted to the Legal

Sub- Gommittee.

Dr. PADUA (Philippines) supported the resolution submitted by the Director-

General, as amended by the delegate of the United States, The maintenance of

international peace and sedurity was a matter of paramount importance and, at the

present time, perhaps of urgency, and he believed there should be no delay in

adopting any measure which would. help towards achieving that aim,

The SECRETARY, replying to Mr. CAIDEMOOD (United States of America) said

that adoption of the resolution would be a quicker procedure than amending the

agreement.

Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom) said that, whilst his delegation sympathised

with the purpose of the resolution, they felt that its adoption would raise

certain difficulties, some of a legal character,, They agreed with the suggestion

of the delegate of Norway - who had so adequately expressed their own views - that

the question be referred to the Legal Sub -Committee, and with the delegate of

India that adequate time should be allowed for consideration,

The DIRECTOR.- GENERAL;, after ref erring to the extensive discussion during the

recent meeting of the Administrative Committee cn. Co-ordi_nation, said that the

general policy of WHO, like .that of the other specialized agencies; was to
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co- operate with the United Na ;ions and w ith each other as fully as possible, and in

the present case the United Nations had requested all she specialized agencies to

co-- operate in a specific mannor, That could be done by WHO in three ways; by a

chango in its Constitution, by revision of the agreement be ween the United Nations

and WHO, cr by a ol71t,ion of the Health As >eembLy, as new proposed,

A decision to change the Constitutio n or to revise the agreement would make

it desirable for the legal aspect to be studied, bill.; a resolution of the Health

Assembly would not have such a final or unchangeable charactero

He was confident that all the other specialized agencies would immediately

take a ^tion to enable them to give the cooperation requested by the United NationsA

He believed that the proposed resolution would be a "stop gap ", ensuring

co-- operation whilst leaving the way open for any later revision which the Health

Assembly might consider necessary, and he sag no difficulty in its implementation,

as the last paragraph but one contained a safeguard against the possibility of the

funds of the Organization being expended for purposes outside its control°

In reply to Dr, EVANG (Norway), the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said there was nothing

in the - existing Agreement which would prevent the Secretariat or the Executive

Board from complying with the request of the United Nations.?

Mr, BOUCHER (United Kingdom) proposed that consideration of the draft

resolution be deferred to a further meeting of the committee and that in the

interval the amendments proposed by the delegate of the United States be elreulated,

so that delegates might study their implications.,

Mrn CALDE_RWOOD ( United States of ïumerLa) referring o the remarks of the

delegate of Norway, said there had been no proposal to amend the Constitution,
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He did not think the matter required further study and urged the committee to

approve the resol',ti.,on and recommend its adoption by the Fourth World Health

Assembly,

The SECRETARY oxpla7Ined what would be the effect on the wording of the

proposed resolution of the United States amendments*

Mr... MASON (New Zealand), while recognizing the validity of the argument

of the delegate of the United States, thought the proposal of the delegate of the

United Kingdom was perfectly reasonable and that arrangements should be made

for a further meeting of the committee.

Rajkuma^i 1 ^ît KA.UR (India) supported the proposal of the delegate of the

United. Kingdom, She felt that the committee had not been supplied with sufficient

documentation and that legal opinion should be sought that the Organization was

not being committed to any action which might not be approved by all delegations,

The CHIlIRMAN called attention to document A.4/42) which..contained.-the_text

of the resolution of the Economic and Social Council

Dr, EVANG (Norway), repeating his regaest for legal advice, said it should

pa_rtiauIarly be sought on the following point;

If, in arriving at a decision, majority and minority viewpoints were

registered in the General Assembly of the United Nations] and if State X were

in the minority, vould it be bound in all respects by the majority decision?

If not; it might find itself, as a Member of WHO, bound to support a course of

action to which it was not committed by the decision of the General Assembly.
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In reply, Mr. CALDERWOOD (United States) said that as the Organization, by

its agreement with the United Nations, had accepted an obligation, the situation

would not be changed in any way.

He then said he would agree to reference of the matter to the Legal

Sub -Committee or to a further meeting of the main committee, but would urge that

aotion be taken by the Fourth World Health Assembly and not postponed to a later

Health Assembly.

Decision; It was agreed that the question be examined by the Legal
Sub -Committee that evening and further considered by the Committee on
Administration, Finance and Legal Matters on the following day, at a
time to be fixed by the General Committee.

M. GEERA.ERTS, Chairman of the Legal Sub -Committee, believed that it would

be impossible for the sub -committee to consider adequately the legal implications

of the proposed resolution that same afternoon since the sub - committee would be

in exactly the same position as the committee through not having had sufficient

time to study the proposal. Under those conditions, he would not be prepared

to take the Chair at a meeting of the Legal Sub -Committee that afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN stressed the fact that the Committee on Administration, Finance

and Legal Matters would be holding its last meeting the following morning and that

in view of the arrangement of the work .of the Assembly, it would not be afforded

another opportunity of meeting. He therefore urged the Legal Sub-Committee to

meet that afternoon following the Joint Meeting. of .the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters and the Committee on Programme, and immediately before

the meeting of the General Committee. Be understood that Mr, Calderon Puig,

Vice -Chairman,, would be available to take the Chain.

Decision: It was so agreed.
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DRAFT THIRD REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND
LEGAL MATTERS (Document A4 /AFL /25) (continuation)

Resolution 3: Agreement with the Government of Egypt

The CHAIRMAN said that, in view of the disoission to which it had given rise,

the re -draft of resolution 3 on the agreement with the Government of Egypt

submitted by the Rapporteur had been withdrawn. The committee therefore had

before it for its approval at the present meeting resolution 3 as it appeared, in

the committeefs draft third report (document A4 /AFL /25).

M. GEERAERTS (Belgium) thought that :the- resolution,, As amended bÿ the delegate

of Israel, stated the position clearly and did not require any further amendment

as to substance. He would however propose a slight drafting amendment which he

hoped would be acceptable to the Israeli delegate, by substituting the fallowing

for paragraph 2 in its existing forms "Taking account of this declaration,.:

invites -the Government of Egypt to be kind enough to reconsider point 5 in the

text of the notes to be exchanged."

Mr. KAHANY (Israel) thanked the delegate of Belgiurifor his proposal.

. Notwithstanding the position his delegation had adopted at the previous meeting

to the effect that it was not prepared to accept any amendments even of a drafting

nature, he was ready at the present juncture to accept the drafting amendment

.proposed, on the olear understanding that it did in fact.s.lter only the form of

the resolution and did not in any way affect its substance; and on condition that

the delegate of-Egypt agreed that such was the nature of the amendment.

He wished to know fur.thermoreíwhether the Egyptian delegate would vote in

favour of the resolution thus amended by the Belgian delegation. He raised that
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point in view of the fact that the drafting amendment which the Rapporteur had

submitted in all good faith the previous day had proved to be in point of fact

an amendment of substance and the delegation of Egypt, which had previously voted

against the Israeli amendment, had at one point announced its intention of voting

in favour of the Rapporteur's re- draft. He therefore wished to avoid any similar

situation at the present meeting. He also requested an assurance that no further

drafting amendments would be submitted when the resolution was eventually submitted

US the plenary meeting of the Assembly. It was in any case evident that no

amendment could be made to the substance of the resolution unless the debate were

re- opened on a majority vote of the committee.

Dr. HASHEM (Egypt) rejected the statement made by the Israelí delegate to

the effect that he had intended to reverse his vote against the Israeli amendment

by voting in favour of the Rapporteur's re- draft, Such reversals in policy had

never been the practice of his Government in meetings of international organizations.

He thanked the Belgian delegate for his suggestion and commended the many

valuable contributions M. Geeraerts had made towards the successful progress of

the committee's work. Although he had rejected the original Israeli amendment,

he was prepared to vote in favour of the text submitted by the Belgian delegation.

Mr. HELtISSI (Saudi Arabia) supported the amendment of the Belgian delegation

in the interest of facilitating the accomplishment of the functions of VIRO by

reaching an agreement which would prove acceptable to the host country.

Dr. KHADDOURI (Iraq) said he would vote in favour of the Belgian delegation's

amendment. He considered the question one of fundamental importance not only to

the host country but to the majority of countries in the Eastern Mediterranean

Region.
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Dr, SISDAT (Syria) and Dr, NASRALLAH (Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan) also

expressed their appreciation and support of the proposal submitted by the delegate

of Belgium,

Mr. KAHANY (Israel) stated that the attitude of his delegation in this

matter had been motivated to the fullest extent by the greatest possible spirit

of conciliation.

He regretted that the Director -General, at a previous meeting, had described

the situation as a state of wary As far as Israel was concerned, in the opinion

of his government no state of war with Egypt existed. Even quite technically

speaking, there was an armistice agreement which did not permit any hostile acts,

and committed both parties to enter into peace negotiations. Israel was prepared

to do so at any time.

Dr. HASHEM (Egypt) supported the views expressed by the Director- General.

Technically, the present situation corresponded to a war situation.

The CHAIRMAN urged delegates to restrict themselves to the matter at issue

and not to use political arguments.

Mr. CALDERWOOD (United States of America) moved the closure of the debate.

Decision; There being no objection, the motion for closure of the
debate was carried.

The CHAIRMAN expressed his satisfaction that members of the committee had

co- operated in achieving conciliation on the delicate matter before them and he

expressed his particular gratitude to the delegat&`of Belgium.

Decisions There being no objection, resolution 3 on the agreement
with the Government of Egypt, as amended by the Belgian delegation,
was adopted,
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The CHAIRMAN then asked for the committee's approval on its draft third

report as a -whole.

Deision: There being no objection, the draft third report of the
Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters was adopted,

as amended.

The meeting rose at 11,33 a.mi


